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a b s t r a c t

The U3Fe4þxAl12�x (0< x< 0.5) intermetallic was prepared by arc melting, followed by annealing at
850 �C. This compound crystallizes in the hexagonal Gd3Ru4Al12-type structure (e.g. P63/mmc), with
room temperature parameters a¼ 8.7516(3) Å and c¼ 9.2653(4) Å for x¼ 0. The structure is character-
ized by planar layers of M3Al4 (M¼Gd, U), containing M atoms in a triangular arrangement and forming
a distorted Kagomé net. Magnetic measurements revealed a spin-glass-type behaviour with a freezing
temperature, Tf¼ 7.9 K. The magnitude of the frequency shift of the freezing temperature is z0.03 and
a Vogel–Fulcher law is followed with values typical for a spin-glass. 57Fe Mössbauer data show that there
is no freezing of the iron magnetic moments directions below Tf, indicating that the origin of the spin-
glass-like behaviour is related to topological frustration of the uranium moments.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Macroscopic spin-glass-like behaviour has been observed in
many magnetic systems, ranging from solutions of magnetic tran-
sition metals dissolved in a noble metal host (canonical spin
glasses) to superparamagnets. The magnetic interactions in spin
glasses can be due to long-range RKKY indirect exchange interac-
tions, as observed in the canonical spin-glass systems, or short
range interactions, as seen in materials where ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic interactions coexist (Ising spin-glass systems).
Other types of spin glasses that have recently attracted an
increasing interest of researchers are systems with an ordered
crystal structure (or with only ‘‘non-magnetic atom disorder’’)
where a geometrical frustration due to the lattice configuration
dominates [1].

The recently performed phase equilibrium study of the U–Fe–Al
ternary system at T¼ 850 �C has revealed a very rich system, with
the formation of seven ternary intermetallic phases, together with
three ternary extensions of the uranium binary phases [2]. The
ternary phases form in the restricted region with a (FeþAl)/U� 2
composition ratio. All of them crystallize in a previously known
crystal structure type: UFe2Al10 (YbFe2Al10-type), U2Fe3.6Al13.4

(Th2Ni17-type), U2Fe12Al5 (Th2Ni17-type), UFe1þxAl1�x (MgZn2-type);
U2Fe17�xAlx(Th2Zn17-type);UFexAl12�x (ThMn12-type),andU3Fe4þxAl12�x

(Gd3Ru4Al12-type). As expected, their low temperature physical
þ351 219946185.

All rights reserved.
properties depend on their atomic ratios, and more particularly
on the uranium and iron contents, as well as on their structure
type. For instance, the tetragonal ThMn12 ferromagnetic-type
alloy UFexAl12�x exhibits a continuous decrease of the Curie
temperature from 363 K to 25 K with decrease in the iron content
from x¼ 7 to x¼ 3 [3,4], and in the aluminium-rich region the
other ternary aluminide, UFe2Al10, does not show any magnetic
ordering down to 5 K [5].

From the new phases identified in the phase equilibrium study,
U3Fe4þxAl12�x is of special interest: it crystallizes in the Gd3Ru4Al12

structure type [6], with the uranium atoms forming a distorted
Kagomé net, qualifying it as a good candidate for a spin-glass-like
behaviour system due to geometrical frustration. Moreover, spin-
glass-like behaviour was recently evidenced in the isotypic cobalt
compound U3Co4þxAl12�x [7,8].

In this paper we present a detailed structural study of the
U3Fe4Al12 compound, together with magnetization, AC-suscepti-
bility and 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy investigation on
a 1U:1Fe:3Al nominal composition sample, containing the
U3Fe4þxAl12�x compound as the major phase.
2. Experimental

The elements used in the synthesis were uranium ingots
(depleted uranium platelets 99.8%, Merck, surface cleaned in
diluted HNO3 before use), iron and aluminium pieces (99.9%,
Strem). The samples were first prepared by arc melting the
appropriate amounts of the three elements. The buttons were
turned over and melted two more times in order to ensure
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complete homogenization. The alloys were then wrapped in
tantalum foil and annealed at 850 �C for two weeks in silica tubes
sealed under vacuum.

Powder X-ray diffraction spectra were collected at room
temperature, from fine powdered samples, on a Panalytical X’Pert
PRO diffractometer equipped with a back monochromator and
using Cu Ka radiation, with a 2q-step size of 0.03� from 10� to 115�.
The identification of the phases was made by comparing the
observed experimental powder patterns and those calculated using
the program PowderCell [9]. The Rietveld analysis was done
applying the FullProf program [10] and assuming the Gd3Ru4Al12

structure type [6]. An experimentally determined Ka1/Ka2 intensi-
ties ratio of 0.5 and a factor cos(q)¼ 0.7998 for the monochromator
polarization correction were used in the Rietveld refinement. Two
cell parameters, a zero-point, the extinction factor, the scale factor,
a Pseudo-Voigt shape, a background (adjusted with a polynomial
function), eight position parameters (x for two 6 h and one 12 k, y
for two 6 h and one 12 k, and z for 12 k and 4f positions) and six
occupation factors, in a total of 22 parameters, were refined. The
crystallographic and experimental data of the structural determi-
nation are listed in Table 1.

The microstructure of the samples and composition of the
phases were studied on polished surfaces using the JEOL-JSM 6400
scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an Oxford Link-
Isis Si/Li device for energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).
Quantitative data, allowing a good determination of the homoge-
neity ranges, were obtained by using the stoichiometric binary
compounds UAl2, UAl3 and UFe2 as reference standards. For
magnetization and 57Fe Mössbauer measurements, the sample
with 1U:3Fe:3Al nominal composition was used, since the only
impurity phase in this sample is the non-magnetic UAl2�xFex (see
below).

AC-susceptibility and magnetization measurements were
carried out on fixed powdered samples in the 2–300 K temperature
range, using a MagLab system (Oxford Instruments) or a SQUID
(Quantum Design) magnetometer. Both components of the AC-
susceptibility, c¼ c0 þ ic00, were recorded using frequencies
between 30 and 10,000 Hz and excitation fields between 1 and
500 Oe. Magnetization versus temperature measurements were
Table 1
Parameters for data recording and structural refinements of the U3Fe4Al12 sample

Compound U3Fe4Al12

Space group P63/mmc
Cell parameters, Å a¼ 8.7350(6)

c¼ 9.2478(6)
Volume, Å3 611.1(1)
Wavelength, Å Cu Ka
Data range, �2q 10–115
Counting step, �2q 0.03
Counting time, s 20
Number of reflections 404/2
Number of refined parameters 22
Zero point, �2q 0.062(2)
Asymmetry parameters �0.081(9)

0.029(2)
0.070(3)
�0.23(2)

Preferred orientation [001] 0.059(5)
Halfwidth parameters

U 0.14(1)
V �0.04(1)
W 0.020(2)

Rietveld reliability factors, %
RP 16.8
RWP 14.7
c2 8.4
RB 6.37
RF 5.38
performed after zero-field cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC)
between room temperature and 1.8 K, and under fields up to 2 T.
The variation of the magnetization as a function of the magnetic
field was studied up to 7 T at T¼ 1.8 K.

Mössbauer spectra were collected at room temperature, T¼ 25
and 4 K in transmission mode using a conventional constant-
acceleration spectrometer and a 25 mCi 57Co source in a Rh matrix.
The velocity scale was calibrated using a-Fe foil. The absorber was
obtained by pressing the powdered sample (5 mg of natural Fe/
cm2) into a perspex holder. Isomer shifts (IS) are given relative to
metallic a-Fe at room temperature. The 25 K spectrum was
collected using a liquid He flow cryostat while the 4 K spectrum
was obtained with the sample immersed in liquid He in a bath
cryostat. The spectra were fitted to Lorentzian lines using a non-
linear least-squares method [11]. The relative areas and widths of
both peaks in a quadrupole doublet were kept equal during the
refinement.

3. Crystal structure identification and stoichiometry

In the course of the ternary phase diagram investigation, several
samples were prepared at, and around the atomic ratio
U:Fe:Al¼ 20:20:60. The set of the main diffraction peaks of the X-
ray powder patterns could be unambiguously indexed according to
the hexagonal Gd3Ru4Al12 structure type (space group P63/mmc),
indicating the formation of the U3Fe4Al12 compound. In fact, this
structure type is known to generate non-stoichiometric phases, as
found for the prototype itself, reported with the Gd3Ru4þxAl12�x

formula [6]. The EDS quantitative analysis of samples with different
compositions around the U:Fe:Al¼ 16:21:63 atomic ratio (which
corresponds to the ideal U3Fe4Al12 compound) indicated that this
phase forms within a homogeneity range U3Fe4þxAl12�x with
0< x< 0.5, as can be seen on the ternary plot [2]. It is well known
that iron and aluminium can substitute one another up to a rather
large extent in most of the ternary phases, and particularly those
deriving from the ThMn12 and the MgZn2 structure types [12].
Moreover, the binary Al–Fe system itself forms successive substi-
tution phases extending from Fe to FeAl.

As indicated on the phase diagram [2], U3Fe4þxAl12�x is in
equilibrium with five other intermetallic phases, namely: UAl2�xFex

(MgCu2 type), UAl3�xFex (AuCu3 type) U2Fe3.6Al13.4 (Th2Ni17-type);
UFexAl12�x (ThMn12-type), and UFe1þxAl1�x (MgZn2-type). So, even
after long time annealing and due to its peritectic formation, it was
not possible to prepare a pure U3Fe4þxAl12�x sample, free from one
or two of these surrounding phases.

However, due to the presence of only very small amounts
(<1% vol) of UFexAl12�x and UAl2�xFex (that can be detected by
SEM/EDS analysis and in the magnetic measurements), it was
decided to perform the U3Fe4þxAl12�x crystal structure Rietveld
refinement from the powder X-ray data obtained on a 3U:4Fe:12Al
nominal composition sample. In a preliminary refinement was
considered the presence of the UFe4Al8 and UAl2 compounds in the
sample, but the low weight fractions obtained for these two phases
(<0.5%) lead us not to consider them in the last refinements (Fig. 1).
The lattice parameters refinement gave a¼ 8.7350(6) Å and
c¼ 9.2478(6) Å, close to those previously observed for the iso-
structural U3Co4.55Al11.45 alloy [7]. The last least-squares structure
refinement converged to final RBragg¼ 0.0637 and RF¼ 0.0538,
confirming that the 3U:4Fe:12Al sample is mainly formed by
a phase which has the Gd3Ru4Al12 structure type. The refined
atomic positions and occupation factors are presented in Table 2.

4. Structural features

Although it was not possible to find any single crystal suitable
for X-ray diffraction, and in spite of the existence of small amounts



Fig. 1. Experimental powder diffraction profile for the 3U:4Fe:12Al nominal compo-
sition sample (squares) and calculated pattern for U3Fe4Al12 (continuous line). The
lower profile gives the difference between the experimental and calculated data and
the tick lines indicate the position of the reflections.

Fig. 2. Projection of the U3Al4 layers on the ab plane. White circles represent the
uranium atoms and the black ones represent aluminium; the uranium atoms are
located at the apexes of small and larger triangles, forming a distorted Kagomé net.

Table 3
U3Fe4Al12 interatomic distances (d) and number of nearest neighbours (NN)

NN Atoms d (Å) NN Atoms d (Å)

U(6h) 2 Al3(4f) 2.93(1) Al1(12k) 1 Fe2(2a) 2.51(1)
1 Al4(2b) 2.98(2) 2 Fe1(6g) 2.65(1)
2 Al2(6h) 3.00(3) 1 Al3(4f) 2.76(1)
2 Al1(12k) 3.05(1) 2 Al1(12k) 2.79(1)
4 Al1(12k) 3.18(1) 2 Al2(6h) 2.79(2)
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of impurity phases in the sample used in the Rietveld analysis
(which affect the quality of the data), it is reasonable to assume that
the reduced atomic parameters obtained in the refinement are
close to the real ones. This is indeed corroborated by the similarity
with the internal parameters found for the single crystal structure
refinement of the cobalt-based compound U3Co4þxAl12�x [7].
However, in the present work and after considering the isotropic
thermal parameters fixed with reasonable values, the refined
occupation factors converge to values slightly higher than unity.
The magnitude of the occupation factors did not allow a proper
refinement of the aluminium substitution by iron in any atomic
position. Nevertheless, the higher values observed for the 12k, 6h
and 4f sites suggest that, if there is a substitution, it should be in
one of these positions, most likely in the 6h position, as in the case
of the cobalt compound [7].

As previously described for other isotypic compounds [6,7,13],
the U3Fe4þxAl12�x crystal structure consists of U3Al4 layers alter-
nating with FeAl layers along the hexagonal c axis. Fig. 2 shows that
in the U3Al4 layers, the uranium atoms are located at the apexes of
small and larger triangles, thus forming a distorted Kagomé net.
The number of nearest neighbours and their interatomic distances,
obtained in the X-ray refinement for the different crystallographic
positions, are listed in Table 3. In U3Fe4Al12, the shortest U–U
distances are 3.54(1) Å, slightly higher than the Hill critical
distance. Furthermore, only one of the Fe atoms (Fe1) belong to the
uranium coordination sphere, located at 3.267 Å, considerably
above the sum of their metallic radii (1.26 Å for iron, 1.43 Å for
aluminium and 1.53 Å for uranium, for a coordination number of 12
[14]). This probably results in a weak hybridization of the 5f elec-
trons of uranium with 3d and/or 4s electrons of the Fe1 atoms and,
as a consequence, in a possible significant magnetic moment on
both atoms. It is also interesting to notice the unusually short
interatomic distances between the Al4(2b) and Fe2(2a) sites,
Table 2
Atomic coordinates and isotropic thermal parameters for the U3Fe4Al12 compound

Atom Wyckoff position x y z O.F. Biso, Å2

U 6h 0. 1977(2) 0.3954(4) 1/4 1.0* 0.5*
Al1 12k 0. 1605(8) 0.321(2) 0.9249(8) 1.11(1) 0.5*
Al2 6h 0.563(1) 0.125(3) 1/4 1.10(3) 0.5*
Al3 4f 1/3 2/3 0.022(2) 1.19(2) 0.5*
Al4 2b 0 0 1/4 1.04(4) 0.5*
Fe1 6g 1/2 0 0 1.07(1) 0.5*
Fe2 2a 0 0 0 1.10(1) 0.5*

*Fixed parameter.
2.306(4) Å, indicating very strong interactions between these two
atoms.

In the Mössbauer spectrum taken at 300 K (Fig. 3) three resolved
peaks are observed. Considering that two different crystallographic
sites are occupied by iron in the U3Fe4Al12 structure, this spectrum
was analyzed considering two quadrupole doublets. The best fit is
obtained for the parameters summarized in Table 4. The estimated
relative areas, I, are consistent with the full occupation of 2a and 6g
crystallographic sites in excellent agreement with the Rietveld
refinement of powder X-ray diffraction data. The doublet with
lower I, attributed to site 2a, also has the lower quadrupole split-
ting, QS, which is consistent with the higher symmetry of this
Wyckoff position. QS of this contribution is lower than the widths,
G, of the individual lines of the doublet thus explaining why they
are unresolved. The 25 K spectrum may be fitted by the same
model. The refined QS, G and I values (Table 4) are within the
experimental accuracy identical to those at 300 K. The increase in IS
between room temperature and 25 K is explained by the second-
order Doppler shift.
4 Fe1(6g) 3.267(3) 1 Al4(2b) 2.91(2)
2 U(6h) 3.54(1) 1 U(6h) 3.05(1)

2 U(6h) 3.18(1)

Al2(6h) 2 Fe1(6g) 2.49(1) Al3(4f) 3 Fe1(6g) 2.522(4)
2 Al2(6h) 2.73(3) 3 Al1(12k) 2.76(1)
4 Al1(12k) 2.79(2) 3 U(6h) 2.93(1)
2 Al3(4f) 2.96(1) 3 Al2(6h) 2.96(1)
2 U(6h) 3.00(3)

Al4(2b) 2 Fe2(2a) 2.306(4) Fe1(6g) 2 Al2(6h) 2.49(1)
6 Al1(12k) 2.91(2) 2 Al3(4f) 2.522(4)
3 U(6h) 2.98(2) 4 Al1(12k) 2.65(1)

4 U(6h) 3.267(3)

Fe2(2a) 2 Al4(2b) 2.306(4)
6 Al1(12k) 2.51(1)



Fig. 3. Mössbauer spectra of U3Fe4þxAl12�x taken at different temperatures. The lines
over the experimental points are the sum of two doublets, shown slightly shifted for
clarity, (cf. Table 4).
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The individual spectral features are less resolved at T¼ 4 K
(Fig. 3). The spectrum may however be fitted with two doublets
similar to those detected at higher temperatures. The estimated I
and IS are in agreement with the higher temperature data but an
increase in QS and G are observed.
5. Magnetic properties

As mentioned in Section 3, it was not possible to prepare a pure
ternary U3Fe4þxAl12�x compound due to the large number of
surrounding phases with high thermodynamic stability. For
instance, the sample prepared with the initial stoichiometric ratio
U3Fe4Al12 (Fig 1) contained a small amount of UFexAl12�x (ThMn12-
type) and showed ferromagnetic transitions at or below 150 K due
to this spurious phase.

The knowledge of the ternary phase diagram, and thus of the
different phase fields formation, allows to select the less undesir-
able impurities in samples for physical measurements. A sample
with composition 1U:1Fe:3Al, located in the binary phase field
UAl2�xFex (0.1< x< 0.38) – U3Fe4þxAl12�x (0< x< 0.5) was
prepared and contains, as expected, a small quantity of the
UAl2�xFex (MgCu2 structure type) paramagnetic impurity [15] and
U3Fe4þxAl12�x, as the main phase. This sample was used for the
magnetic characterization of U3Fe4þxAl12�x: the magnetic features
obtained were considered as arising from this compound, since the
Table 4
Estimated parameters from the Mössbauer spectra taken at 300 and 4 K

T (K) Site IS (mm/s) QS (mm/s) G (mm/s) I

300 6g 0.16 0.48 0.28 74%
2a 0.17 0.11 0.24 26%

25 6g 0.30 0.48 0.28 74%
2a 0.30 0.13 0.24 26%

4 6g 0.30 0.54 0.55 74%
2a 0.31 0.18 0.31 26%

IS, isomer shift relative to metallic a-Fe at 300 K; QS, quadrupole splitting; G, line-
widths, I relative areas of the Fe contribution on each crystallographic site. Estimated
errors for IS, QS, and G are �0.01 mm/s and for I< 1%.
MgCu2 structure type phase UAl2�xFex present as impurity does not
show any anomaly at low temperature [15].

Fig. 4 shows the magnetization vs. temperature dependence
measured in a field of 0.02 and 0.05 T, for the 1U:1Fe:3Al sample,
free of any ferromagnetic impurity. The inset presents the inverse
susceptibility up to room temperature, determined in a magnetic
field of 2 T. The temperature variation of the susceptibility above
150 K obeys the Curie–Weiss law, c¼ C/(T� q), with a para-
magnetic Curie temperature qP¼�25.5(1) K and a effective
moment meff¼ 3.54(1)mB (calculated considering the 1U:1Fe:3Al
formula). This last value is compatible with an uranium U3þ or U4þ

configuration (meff(U
3þ)¼ 3.62mB and meff(U

4þ)¼ 3.58mB, calculated
for free uranium ions on the basis of the Russel–Saunders
coupling). However, the free ion character of the uranium atoms in
this compound is not expected. Indeed, most of the uranium
effective moments observed in intermetallic compounds are in the
2–3mB range, reflecting the participation in bonding of the 5f
electrons and their hybridization with the valence states of
neighbouring atoms in the crystal structure. Therefore, albeit an
expected predominant uranium contribution, as discussed in detail
below, the relatively high value of the effective moment points to
a non-zero iron contribution to the total magnetic moment of
U3Fe4þxAl12�x. The nature of the crystal structure, with the iron
atoms interacting with aluminium and without any direct exchange
with uranium, is probably the reason for the presence of an iron
magnetic moment in this compound, in spite of its small concen-
tration. The 2.37mB paramagnetic moment reported for the binary
Fe4Al13 compound [16] also suggests the possibility of an iron
magnetic moment in U3Fe4þxAl12�x. The negative Curie tempera-
ture implies that the dominant U–U interactions in U3Fe4þxAl12�x

are antiferromagnetic-type. The specific arrangement of the
uranium atoms, in a Kagomé network, and their predominant
antiferromagnetic interactions are expected to generate frustrated
magnetic correlations that could give rise to spin-glass behaviour.
Such interesting property was already observed in the isostructural
Co-based compound U3Co4þxAl12�x [7,8].

At low temperatures (T< 10 K) a pronounced magnetization
feature is observed (Fig. 4), which points to a possible existence of
a new magnetic state. The ZFC curve shows a pronounced peak, just
below the irreversibility temperature (Tirr¼ 7.7 K, for B¼ 0.02 T).
The position of this peak is strongly dependent on the magnetic
field, its temperature being reduced with increasing field. AC-
susceptibility measurements (Fig. 5) show that the temperature of
this peak roughly coincides with a maximum (cusp) in c0 at
T¼ 7.9 K. The magnetization curve as a function of the magnetic
field, measured at T¼ 1.8 K, is presented in Fig. 6. The
Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the magnetization for a 1U:1Fe:3Al nominal
composition sample, obtained at different applied fields (open symbols – ZFC; closed
symbols – FC). The inset shows the temperature dependence of the inverse DC
susceptibility obtained at 2 T.



Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the AC-susceptibility for the 1U:1Fe:3Al nominal
composition sample (real part, c0; imaginary part, c00).

Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of the AC-susceptibility of the 1U:1Fe:3Al nominal
composition sample at various frequencies and under an AC field of 10 Oe (real part, c0;
imaginary part, c00).
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magnetization does not saturate up to the highest applied field of
7 T and hysteresis is observed in the low field part of the curve. Both
these features point to a spin-glass state at low temperature.
However, other phenomena, like the freezing of magnetic clusters
in superparamagnets or domain effects in ferromagnets, can also
give rise to similar behaviours.

The most conclusive and clear way to identify a spin-glass
material, in which magnetic moments are frozen in a random
configuration, is the frequency and field dependence of the cusp in
c0. The real and imaginary parts of the AC-susceptibility measured
at different frequencies under a zero DC-magnetic field are shown
in Fig. 7. The maximum in c0 shifts to lower temperatures and
increases its height as the frequency of the excitation field
decreases. This type of behaviour has been observed in many
canonical spin-glass systems. The position of this cusp in c0 defines
the freezing temperature, Tf, and is coincident with the tempera-
ture of the inflection point in c00. The c00 term is one order of
magnitude smaller than c0 and above 9.5 K c0 is virtually inde-
pendent of the frequency.

The effect of a superimposed DC-magnetic field on c0 close to
the cusp is presented in Fig. 8. The AC-susceptibility shows a clear
dependence on the magnetic field. The cusp position shifts to lower
temperatures, with the corresponding maximum value strongly
decreasing with the increasing magnetic field and almost vanishing
for B¼ 0.05 T. This behaviour is explained in a spin-glass system by
the fact that increasing the magnetic energy leads to the overcome
of the energy barrier (or freezing temperature) between the
Fig. 6. Magnetization versus magnetic field for the 1U:1Fe:3Al nominal composition
sample at 1.8 K; the inset shows in detail the low fields region.
possible magnetic moment positions, shifting and smoothing the
cusp to lower values.

All the above observations are typical of the dynamic of spin-
glass systems. However, and in order to further characterize the
origin of the U3Fe4þxAl12�x magnetic behaviour, a subsequent
analysis of the frequency dependence of the AC-susceptibility was
performed. Depending on the strength of the interactions between
the magnetic moments, Tf can be weakly (strong interactions) or
strongly (weak interactions) dependent on the frequency. The
initial frequency shift, DTf/[TfDlog(u)], can give an idea on the origin
of the above described magnetic behaviour. This quantity ranges
from 0.004 to 0.025 for a spin-glass system (with strong interac-
tions between the magnetic moments), while for super-
paramagnets it varies from 0.25 to 0.35 (with weak interactions
between the clusters) [17]. The value calculated from experimental
findings on U3Fe4þxAl12�x is z0.03, which is slightly higher but still
consistent with the expected behaviour for a spin-glass system,
considering that the sample contains a small amount of the para-
magnetic phase UAl2�xFex.

There are two different interpretations for the magnetic
moments’ freezing, that leads to a spin-glass like behaviour: the
first one considers a true equilibrium phase transition at a finite
temperature (like in canonical spin-glass systems) [18]; the second
one considers the existence of isolated magnetic clusters that
freeze below a certain temperature (e.g. superparamagnets), being
a non-equilibrium phenomenon [18]. In this latter case it is
expected that the frequency dependence of the freezing tempera-
ture will follow the Arrhenius law:

u ¼ u0 exp
�
� TA=Tf

�
(1)

where u is the driving frequency of the AC-susceptibility
measurement, TA¼ Ea/kB and Ea is the characteristic energy of
the activation barrier for the relaxation process between two
easy orientations of the cluster. A fit of the experimental
1/Tf(ln u) data yields the physically unreasonable u0 z 1033 Hz and



Fig. 8. Temperature dependence of the real part of the AC-susceptibility (c0) for the
1U:1Fe:3Al nominal composition sample under various DC fields.
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TA¼ Ea/kB¼ 535 K values. However, in case of the slowing down
with the decreasing temperature in a system composed of
magnetically interacting particles, a better phenomenological
description is given by the Vogel–Fulcher law:

u ¼ u0 exp
�
� TA=

�
Tf � T0

��
(2)

where T0 is a parameter that reflects the strength of the magnetic
interactions. This last equation implies a linear dependence of Tf

with 1/ln(u0/u) and has been often used to describe the slowing
down of the relaxation found in spin glasses [19], with T0 having the
same order of magnitude of Tf. The Vogel–Fulcher plot for
U3Fe4þxAl12�x is shown in Fig. 9. The three fitted parameters,
u0 z 1013 Hz, T0¼ 5.5 K and TA¼ Ea/kB¼ 54 K, give reasonable
values, which are consistent with a spin-glass behaviour for
U3Fe4þxAl12�x, considering that in this compound Tf z 7.9 K at
30 Hz.

A priori, an iron contribution to magnetization is not expected,
in analogy with other iron-poor UxFeyMz (M¼ p element) inter-
metallics [5]. In fact, no magnetic hyperfine fields are detected in
the Mössbauer spectra at 4 K which means that the dynamics of the
fluctuations of the iron magnetic moments, mFe, is too fast for the
Mössbauer effect observation time. This implies that down to
T¼ 4 K there is neither long-range magnetic ordering of the iron
moments nor a freezing of their directions in a way typical of
a spin-glass.

On the other hand, although the QS and G values are the same
within experimental error between 300 and 25 K, small increases
in QS and G are observed between 25 and 4 K (Table 4).
Fig. 9. Variation of the freezing temperature, Tf, with the frequency, u, in a Vogel–
Fulcher plot. The solid line represents the best fit of Eq. (2).
Considering the 57Fe Mössbauer time window, the peak broad-
ening could be explained by a certain slowing down of the mFe

dynamics to a frequency of about 108 s�1. This slowing down is far
from what would be observed if magnetic ordering or spin-glass
freezing of mFe occurred. It is rather similar to the effect attributed
to polarization of the conduction electrons at the iron sites in
RFe2Si2 compounds due to R, the rare-earth, magnetic ordering
[20]. In contrast to RFe2Si2, however, the enhanced effective
magnetic moment deduced for the present U3Fe4þxAl12�x,
suggests a non-zero mFe. Furthermore the large U–Fe interatomic
distances in U3Fe4þxAl12�x preclude a strong hybridization
between these atoms that might lead to a negligible mFe. The
absence of long-range magnetic correlations between iron atoms
in U3Fe4þxAl12�x seems to be rather due to the fact that all the
atoms in the coordination polyhedron of iron are aluminium,
while the Fe–Fe and Fe–U interatomic distances are significantly
larger than the Fe–Al ones (Table 3). The Fe–Al distances are
smaller than the sum of their metallic radii [14], pointing to
a strong interaction between these two elements, and the Fe–Fe
shortest interatomic distances are very large, hampering direct
exchange magnetic interactions between them. In other inter-
metallics where the iron atoms are only surrounded by aluminium
such as in the binary Fe2Al5 and Fe3Al14 [21] or the ternary
AFe2Al10 (A¼Y, U) [22] no freezing of the mFe directions is
observed down to 4 K and iron is paramagnetic as revealed by
magnetic susceptibility data [16,22].

The anomalies detected by the magnetization data below 25 K
may therefore be attributed to the uranium sublattice alone. The
shortest U–U distances in U3Fe4þxAl12�x are above the Hill limit
(3.4 Å) favoring the formation of uranium local moments. More-
over, the shortest U–Fe and U–Al interatomic distances are,
respectively, much and slightly above the sum of their metallic radii
[14], indicating small to medium hybridizations between the
uranium atoms and their neighbours and, consequently, allowing
the formation of sizeable uranium magnetic moments. The origin of
the spin-glass like behaviour in U3Fe4þxAl12�x is most probably
related to the topological frustration of these uranium moments as
observed in the isostructural Co-based compound U3Co4þxAl12�x

[7,8].
6. Conclusions

The U3Fe4þxAl12�x (0< x< 0.5) ternary uranium–iron–
aluminium intermetallic was synthesized and found to crystallize
in the hexagonal Gd3Ru4Al12-type structure (S.G. P63/mmc). Its
structure consists of U3Al4 layers alternating with FeAl layers along
the hexagonal c axis, with the uranium atoms being located at the
apexes of smaller and larger triangles, forming a distorted Kagomé
net. The shortest U–U distances are slightly above the Hill critical
distance, and the only iron atom belonging to the uranium coor-
dination sphere is at a distance considerably above the sum of the
uranium and iron metallic radii, pointing to a possible significant
magnetic moment in both atoms.

The magnetic susceptibility follows a Curie–Weiss law above
150 K, with an effective moment of meff¼ 3.54mB/f.u. (besides
uranium, a small contribution from iron can be speculated) and
a paramagnetic Curie temperature of qP¼�25.5(1) K. At lower
temperatures the magnetization and AC-susceptibility measure-
ments revealed a spin-glass-type behaviour with a freezing
temperature, Tf¼ 7.9 K. The magnitude of the frequency shift of the
freezing temperature, 0.03, and the Vogel–Fulcher type depen-
dence with u0 z 1013 Hz, T0¼ 5.5 K and TA¼ Ea/kB¼ 54 K are in
agreement with a spin-glass picture. 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy
measurements indicate that the origin of the spin-glass behaviour
is not related to the Fe sublattices and should therefore be
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a consequence of the topological frustration of the uranium
moments.
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